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Happy New Year! For me, the new year always brings with it a

Inside:

sense of optimism. I like to look forward and make goals for the
upcoming year. Specific actionable goals, rather than resolutions
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work best for me. I am sure this has to do with my formidable
years as a gymnast where I would constantly write down my
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goals. In this issue I included pages from our Goal Setting Journal
to kick off your New Year, too.
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We also have our Reader of the Month and Trivia section. I wish
you all a safe and happy 2022!
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Goal Setting
Each new year I set weekly, monthly, and annual goals. I enjoy sitting down and thinking
about my year ahead. I remember doing this as a young gymnast. I would write down what
skills I needed for the upcoming season and I would try to figure out how I was going to get
there. Gymnasts have a lot to learn in one year and they know they must be focused on their
goals. In honor of the new year I thought I would share a few pages from our Goal Setting
Journal to jump start your new year! Below are goal setting tips. Page 4, the Just for Fun
section, has worksheets for you to fill out. Happy New Year and new goals!

Goal Setting
Setting goals gives you something to work toward
each day in the gym. At the end of several weeks
you can look back and see how far you have come!
How to set goals
First, make a list of what skills you want to learn in
the next ten weeks. Then, dedicate a goals
worksheet for each skill. Next, break down what you
need to do each week into smaller goals.* When
you reach your smaller goals each week it will add
up to accomplishing your main goal after several
weeks.
*Only move up progressions with your coach’s
approval. Safety is more important than any skill.
Tip
Scoring in gymnastics is subjective and something
you cannot control. Try setting goals on how you
want to perform, not what you want to score. If you
are improving, the scores will reflect that (most of
the time).
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January Reader of the Month, Marian!
Introducing Marian!
Marian is a Level 4 gymnast who is also a 2nd degree
black belt in Taekwondo and a 4x World Champion in
Taekwondo (wow!). Marian's favorite Perfect Balance
Gymnastics Book is The Kip and her favorite character is
Marissa. Marian says she loves the series because the
books are entertaining and she learns from them. She
even applies some of the lessons to her gymnastics
training.
We are so glad you enjoy reading during your down time.
Keep up the hard work in gymnastics, Taekwondo, and
school!

Perfect Balance Trivia

Which Perfect Balance Gymnast develops a mental block?
What skill was she struggling with?
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Just for Fun!

2022 Goals!

The New Year is a great time to set new goals. Here are some
worksheets from our Goal Setting Journal.

My Goals on each Event
Date:
Vault:
Bars:

Beam

Floor

facebook.com/pbgseries
@perfectbalancegymbooks
melisatorres.com
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Skill I am going to learn:
What I am going to do each week to make my goal:
Week 1 – Date:
Goal:
Week 2 – Date:
Goal:
Week 3 – Date:
Goal:
Week 4 – Date:
Goal:
Week 5 – Date:
Goal:
Week 6 – Date:
Goal:
Week 7 – Date:
Goal:
Week 8 – Date:
Goal:
Week 9 – Date:
Goal:
Week 10 – Date:
Goal:
For more
detailed
worksheets,
check out our
Goal Setting
Journal
Trivia answer:
Trista has a mental block on her
flyaway in book 7.
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